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Location
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Highmeadow lies completely within the Wye Valley
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) to the
west of the Forest of Dean and consists of 1075 Ha
of mixed woodland. Highmeadow is situated north
of the A4136 between Coleford and Monmouth.
The Highmeadow area is shared between the three
Counties of Monmouthshire, Herefordshire and
Gloucestershire. The area straddles the border
between England and Wales with 304Ha in Wales
and 810Ha in England.
Within Highmeadow including parts of Huntsham
and the Doward 186Ha of the plan area forms part
of a Special Area of Conservation 1 (SAC) with the
main focus being the Wye Gorge that has a very
high landscape and conservation value associated
with it.
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Within the plan proposals landscape and
conservation will take high priority over much of
the area.
1 – 132Ha in England and 54Ha in Wales

English / Welsh border

3

Locations used for photos
and landscape analysis
- See Appendix 1

The Highmeadow plan covers 1075 hectares of mixed woodland in the Wye Valley west of the
Forest of Dean straddling the border between England and Wales and the three counties of
Monmouthshire, Herefordshire and Gloucestershire.

In the 20th Century the policy of developing a national
strategic reserve of timber meant large areas of the Forest
of Dean including Highmeadow were planted with conifer.
In 1985 the value of broadleaf woodland was recognised
by a change in policy that aimed to maintain and increase
broadleaf coverage. In 2005 the Keepers in Time policy
outlined a shift away from planting conifer on ancient
woodland sites to one of planting native broadleaf.

The Wye Gorge has tremendous landscape and conservation value, and thanks to the rich
natural resources and geography of the area Highmeadow is steeped in social and economic
history.
In 18th and 19th Century the River Wye provided good access. A weir and dock were
constructed at Symonds Yat and the woodland enjoyed a thriving trade in iron ore helped by the
coppice wood that fuelled the charcoal industry, remnants of both are clearly visible throughout
the woodland to this day.

The 2003 Forest Plan set out to restructure the woodland
with a series of carefully designed clearfells phased over a
30 year period in recognition of the values of this natural
and historic landscape.

th

In the latter part of the 17 Century the picturesque movement enjoyed the Wye Valley and the
Gorge for its dramatic craggy scenery and today, despite the sheer rock faces being heavily
cloaked in deciduous woodland, the Wye Valley and Gorge remains a favourite attraction for
people to enjoy panoramic views over the Gorge and surrounding countryside that are often still
perceived as ‘wild’ and untouched.

More recently the increasing threats from pests, disease
and changes in climate have highlighted the need to
increase woodland resilience for the future through
diversifying tree species and woodland structure.
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Some areas are relatively inaccessible such as the Seven Sisters along with other parts of the
Wye Gorge like the Doward and Huntsham Hill that all enjoy great ecological diversity. The
importance of nature conservation is confirmed by their SSSI, SAC and NNR designations.

SYMONDS YAT west
MONMOUTH

The focus of this plan will therefore
face these new threats and risks by
broadening the limited range of
native species, and begin to reduce
reliance on Oak, Beech, Birch and
Ash.
In the longer term management will
seek to achieve a wider range of
species to diversify woodland
composition.

STAUNTON

To achieve this sympathetically,
there will be less clear felling with
more use of Low Impact
Silvicultural Systems.

CHRISTCHURCH

To conserve both cultural and heritage features within
the plan area notably: Symonds Yat Hill Fort, King
Arthurs Cave and Merlins Cave (all are Scheduled) and
other recorded and unrecorded non-scheduled features
for instance: hearths and platforms, banks and hedges,
surface mineral workings etc.
Continued production of
sustainable and marketable
woodland products that also
allows for the delivery of a
range of other public benefits
and provides opportunities
for economic growth.

Sustainable management
of the woodland will be to the
standards required to maintain FSC
and PEFC accreditation and
therefore must deliver economic,
environmental social objectives.
Monitoring of the meeting of these
objectives and ultimately the
success of the Plan is outlined
in Part 6

Forest Plan

The provision of formal public access at key
sites, and the provision and monitoring of
informal access that minimises damage to
sensitive areas such those being managed for
native wood restoration or those with a high
heritage or cultural value.
A considered management
approach that ensures the
Management of the
protection and enhancement
woodland will be to the
of both the external and
standards required to
internal landscape.
maintain FSC and PEFC
accreditation.

The continued use and development of Low Impact
Silvicultural Systems (LISS) to complement and
enhance management objectives that include the
restoration of PAW sites and will help achieve a
healthy robust woodland for the future.

The objectives of this Plan will, in
part, deliver the West England
Forest District Strategic Plan and
the national Strategic Plan for the
Public Forest Estate in England.

West England
Forest District

To undertake management that protects and enhances ASNW along
with other woodland and open habitats facilitating resilience and
adaptation to projected climate change and threat of disease.

To undertake management that maintains and enhances the
condition of the SSSI and SAC areas.

HIGHMEADOW
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Management
Objectives
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PROTECTING AND EXPANDING
ENGLANDS FORESTS AND WOODLANDS
AND INCREASING THEIR VALUE TO
SOCIETY AND THE ENVIRONMENT.
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Designations
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King Arthurs Cave

Merlins Cave

Tenure and Designations

Symonds Yat Hill Fort

The plan area is predominantly freehold, whilst Elliots Wood at
Huntsham Hill are leased from the Courtfield Estate owned by JH
Vaughan Esq.. It is likely the Estate will resume possession of this
area at some point during the 10 year term of this plan.
Highmeadow Woods lies wholly within the Wye Valley AONB including
186Ha of SSSI collectively known as the Upper Wye Gorge. Its
international importance is recognised by the majority of the SSSI
area also designated as a Special Area of Conservation (SAC). Lady
Park Wood is a National Nature Reserve established in 1945 and lies
within the SAC. The NNR monitors the natural woodland processes
when no management is carried out giving vital information on
woodland ecology and how natural processes influence woodland
development.

Ladypark
Wood NNR

The Keepers in Time policy and the management designations within
Highmeadow identify that restoration of Native Woodland and the
conservation of existing Ancient Semi-natural Woodland will need to
be prominent features of plan proposals.

WALES ENGLAND

English /Welsh border

The
Long Stone

Three Scheduled Ancient Monuments lie within the plan area:
• Symonds Yat Hill Fort. This is an Iron Age settlement and due to
its outstanding views of the Wye valley and Peregrine Falcons that
nest on Coldwell Rocks is a major visitor attraction.
This site is subject to management under an agreed plan with
English Heritage. Management of visitors to the site is particularly
crucial in order to conserve archaeological features from erosion.
• King Arthur’s Cave is a limestone cave with a long history of
occupation dating back to Palaeolithic period some half million
years ago.
• Merlins cave has a similar formation and lies on the north side of
the river south of Symonds Yat.
There is also a listed structure on the side of the A4136:
• Prehistoric standing stone known as The Long Stone
listed under GHER 5099 – see Heritage Features section
The plan area contains 3 campsites: Christchurch that is a large
cabin site, and a major entry point to the woodlands managed by
Forest Holidays, with further camping provided at Bracelands by
Camping in the Forest. The third educational campsite facility based
at the Biblins on the Doward is franchised to a third party. These
and other recreational pressures will need to be accounted for within
the plan.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
Wooded valley – 1a Wye Valley
The deeply incised, heavily wooded valley of the Wye and its tributaries define
the western boundary of the district. The dramatic valley profiles, sheer rock
faces and areas of deciduous woodland are often perceived as “wild” and
untouched, with long panoramic views from vantage points emphasising
remoteness and inaccessibility of many parts of the landscape. This in part is
due to the drop in sea-level around 2 million years ago eroding rapidly
downward through the Carboniferous Limestone, e.g. at the Yat Rocks, and as
the meandering Wye became more vigorous the meanders became rapidly
entrenched within the deep valley that it had carved. Compared to the 1800s
in many areas the dramatic effect of the rock faces is diminishing due to
overgrown and overhanging vegetation. E.g. Seven Sisters rocks.
The area is remarkably diverse in terms of flora and fauna and in 1971 The
Wye Valley was designated an AONB in recognition of both its landscape value
and its high ecological value.

Limestone Hills - 2b Highmeadow woods and Staunton Hills
Coniferous plantations and mixed woodlands dominate and cloak the
landscape obscuring underlying Carboniferous Coal Measures and subtle hilly
landforms. Convex hillsides characteristic of Carboniferous Limestone geology
are visible especially around Staunton confirmed by distinct absence of
surface streams and the quarries south of Staunton.
In contrast a geological feature known as “The Buckstone” lies west of the
village on an escarpment of Quartz Conglomerate where the Carboniferous
and Devonian geology meet and enjoy panoramic views over the Forest of
Dean and Highmeadow. The meeting of these two rock types is also
evidenced by place names such as Whitecliffe and Coalpit Hill. The prominent
Crease Limestone band is another geological feature running north west
between Whitecliffe and Reddings Lodge; historically important as a source of
iron ore and only identifiable by the presence of natural shallow features
locally known as “Scowles”.
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Landscape
Character and
National
Character Area

View south into Highmeadow from
the Little Doward hill fort clearly
shows the complex topography of
valleys and ridges with varied
aspects that will have an impact on
species choice and establishment.

NATIONAL CHARACTER AREA

View south west into Highmeadow from Seven Sisters shows the
dramatic gorge profile and panoramic views that are available.

During the period of Roman occupation, the deposits of iron ore and
abundant local supplies of charcoal were exploited to produce iron. Remains
of shallow workings are still visible as Scowles. The main influence on the
majority of the area was the creation of a Royal Forest in the 13th century.
The underlying geology has a major influence on the landscape and
landforms in the area whilst the varied soils associated with them lead to a
wide range of habitats with their characteristic flora and fauna.
Forty percent of the Forest of Dean National Character Area is wooded
amounting to some 12,700 ha of woodland of which around 10,6OO Ha is
ancient woodland.
The NCA area contains 8,041 ha of the Wye Valley AONB that covers 26% of
the total NCA area, within which the main priority habitats relevant to
Highmeadow are lowland mixed deciduous woodland and wet woodland.

Left: Etchings from the 1800s casts a romantic impression of the clearly visible rugged
limestone cliffs of Symonds Yat and Coldwell Rocks whilst also indicating the industrial and
recreational value of the woods and economic value of the River Wye as a transport route.
Right: Today much of the rugged landscape is cloaked in woodland although the river is still
enjoyed for recreational purposes and less so for transport.
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Over the years the river Wye has cut down through the limestone landscape creating
the dramatic Wye Gorge and surrounding scenery. Today it is a primary feature of
interest with both the gorge and the river designated as Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) and Special Area of Conservation (SAC)

Huntsham Hill is leased to FC and during the next ten years possession will revert to the Vaughn Estate. This area is
known for the irregular outcrops of large boulders produced by the sandstone conglomerate (“puddingstone”) that
are dramatic in nature and can be seen from several points across Highmeadow such as the Suck Stone.

The whole of Highmeadow plan area lies within the Wye Valley AONB that identifies the
gorge as being of primary importance and critical to the landscape value of the Wye Valley.
Nestled amongst native woodland along the northern banks of the Wye,
the Seven Sisters Rocks offer spectacular views overlooking the gorge;
whilst the woodland supports numerous rare species of Sorbus.
Steep and awkward topography along the northern side of
the river, meaning in places some parts are inaccessible that
lend to and enhance the naturalness of the woodland.

Nestled in the meander of the Wye, Biblins
campsite enjoys picturesque panoramic
views of the Wye and is almost permanently
occupied during the summer months. It is
likely that the management of the site may
change within the plan period.

Forest Plan
HIGHMEADOW
2015 – 2025

Site Analysis

Steep sided valleys present awkward and in some cases near
impossible working for felling and extraction. These areas tend to
have a naturalized and often secluded feeling often with diverse
vegetation and natural features such as rocky outcrops, large
diameter broadleaf trees, along with standing or fallen deadwood
and with occasional pockets of conifer present.

Lady Park Wood is a
minimum intervention
research area designated
a National nature Reserve.

A series of tributary valleys that run off the river Wye southward
through the plan area, give rise to a complex topography of ridges
and gullies that cover all main compass aspects, with the valleys
being predominantly broadleaf in nature.

High proportions of mid rotation
conifer are present, although
through clearfelling of conifer and
halo thinning of broadleaf
remnants the process of restoring
native woodland has begun.

Some areas contain large diameter conifer
such as the DF in Mailscot. This has been
managed under CCF and provides
structure, diversity and visual interest for
the frequent visitors to this area.

Success with using natural regeneration over
the past 20-30 years has had mixed results;
with a low diversity of species establishing and
patchy stocking densities being achieved.

Staunton village lies within an agricultural landscape completely surrounded
with woodland. The A4136 or Staunton Road shown in yellow divides the
village and weaves in and out of the wooded landscape.

West England
Forest District

Symonds Yat rock is recognized for the
majestic views over the Wye and is well known as a
viewing point for the Peregrine Falcons during the
breeding season. This popularity results in the area
having intense recreational pressures.

Trees along the old railway line have received little
attention since the closure of the railway line.

The native character of Rodge Wood has now improved with the
removal of the Norway Spruce and restocking with native broadleaf.

Coldwell
rocks are limestone cliffs
shrouded in ancient lime
woods with a high
degree of naturalness.
They lie above the river
with the Wye Valley walk
passing through the
area.
The village of Symonds
Yat split in two by the river
Wye and is popular with
visitors all year round.

The plateau of the Doward is mostly
coniferous in character. The area is set
back from the gorge and largely invisible
form the majority of views across the Wye.

This block of wood, south of Staunton Road (A4136), enjoys a
high degree of naturalness, although the north easterly facing
aspect makes natural regeneration a challenging prospect. The
adjoining Beaulieu Wood owned by the Woodland Trust.

Huntsham Hill is prominent in
the landscape particularly if viewed
from the A40 to the north.
Containing components of conifer
that are surrounded by ASNW.

Surrounded by woodland, Bracelands and
Christchurch campsites attract high numbers of
visitors every year and so the internal landscape is
important in terms of impact on public perceptions

Marians Inclosure contains mixed
woodland with many ASNW
characteristics, with opportunity for
PAWs restoration, although sensitive
management will be required around
the campsites.

Highmeadow has a well established
population of both deer and feral wild
boar that are challenging to the
establishment of second rotation crops.

Whilst Highmeadow is highly productive woodland for conifer, the wood lies outside the
Statutory Forest and is listed on the provisional Ancient Woodland register as ASNW. Currently
there is around 630Ha of woodland with >80% containing native species within the plan area.

Highmeadow is used for a wide range of informal recreational activities and is well frequented by local residents, visitors and tourists alike
who come to enjoy facilities that include: orienteering, a ropes course and trails accessible from numerous perimeter entrances of the wood.

Lady Park Wood is north facing and
will continue as a Natural Reserve
research area. In contrast the steep
slopes of the Doward have south
facing slopes that have been
designated as natural reserves due
to their inaccessible nature, with rare
Sorbus species and limestone
calcareous grassland occurring on
rocky outcrops and old quarry

Huntsham Hill now has a more natural appearance; with
the conifer removed from the northern slopes a higher
proportion of mature broadleaves remain than first
thought softening the clearfell on the skyline.
SSSI units will be managed
with Low Impact Silvicultural
Systems such as coppicing and
in line with SSSI plans.

There is generally a high degree of naturalness in areas where steep banking or rocky outcrops
occur that makes access difficult. These areas will be mainly managed as minimum
intervention or mature habitat. Where practical and feasible, conifer will be removed through
thinning, without damage to existing broadleaves components. Coppicing will be used in even
age broadleaf crops or derelict coppice within these areas E.g. the area around Dropping Wells.

Within the
Doward, the plan
should recognise
potential for a
more open
habitat structure

The character of
naturalness of rocky
outcrops and steep
ground continues within
the area north Symonds
Yat and running east
including Coldwell Rocks.
This area will continue to
be run as minimum
intervention subject to
issues of public safety.

The fertile nature of Highmeadow and
increased light levels due to thinning and
felling, quickly lead to explosions of
competitive ground vegetation. Couple this
with deer and a healthy boar population and
regeneration of the forest through
completely natural means becomes a
challenging proposition.

West England
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Design
Concept

Conifer will continue to be removed
from the small woods scattered around
English Blicknor.

Couple this with the constant threat of disease
and climate change and introducing species
diversity through planting rather than solely
relying on nat regen seems an appropriate
way forward to help increase future resilience
diversity and structure currently lacking in the
woodland. For instance…

1. Coppicing along the river bank should be continued to
alleviate issues with trees falling into the river.
2. The old railway line and the ‘Peregrine Way’ now offers
cyclists and pedestrians opportunity to enjoy the Wye
Valley. Thinning should enhance features of interest.
Woodland transition within Highmeadow will be
from conifer to a predominantly broadleaf
composition using Low Impact Silvicultural
Systems (LISS) based around Continuous Cover
Forestry. This process is likely to take longer than
conventional CCF that is usually aimed at
continuity from a conifer crop to a conifer crop.

The thinning of 200 year old Oak
on Headless Hill to promote and
recruit natural regeneration some
30 years ago in the early 1980s
has failed to achieve its
objective. Gaps will now be
replanted with a mix of native
broadleaves to diversify species
composition, improve structural
diversity and help improve future
resilience to natural threats.

Statutory Forest

Some areas contain maturer
components of broadleaf amongst
thinned mid-rotation conifer crops.
E.g. in the Reddings Inclosure; these
areas will revert predominantly to a
broadleaf context through thinning,
group felling and planting.

The time taken for the reversion of
conifer to native broadleaf will vary from
site to site. Use of clearfelling will be
curtailed to diseased areas, areas of poor
growth and creation of opportunities for
group planting or promotion of natural
regeneration. Conifer areas will be
routinely thinned, to encourage the
development of existing broadleaves and
monitored for regeneration.
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Areas with this shading contain around
80% or more broadleaf species and will
be managed using low impact
shelterwood systems (LISS).
Opportunities will be taken to increase
both silvicultural* and ecological
diversity through planting, coppicing,
rideside management, and selective
thinning of both conifer and broadleaf
crops. (*structure, age and species)

Over the past 20-30 years Mailscot has shown
good potential for Douglas Fir regeneration and
has been managed towards CCF, with large
diameter Douglas Fir adding to the quality of
experience for the woodland visitor. It is likely
a proportion will remain, although future
gradual removal of conifers in Mailscot will
promote broadleaf components in favour of
more mixed woodland achieved through
thinning, group felling, and planting.

Given the proximity to the campsites and frequency of visitors by
campers and locals alike, woodland here will be more sensitively
managed. Close liaison between Operations and Recreation teams
will be vital to ensure such an approach to the sense of place that
needs to be developed and maintained is achieved.

Areas of conifer with limited broadleaf in close proximity to campsite will be moved to extended rotation, offering potential
for conversion to a mixed woodland through thinning and group felling/planting. In the longer term this will achieve a
predominantly broadleaf structure with scattered mature Douglas Fir, to help maintain an interesting sense of place.
Work within Marians Inclosure will continue to bring areas of neglected coppice back into management. Opening up rides
and tracks, will encourage better corridors and links to be created that will run northwards into Highmeadow main block.
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Larches
Native and naturalised broadleaved species

2015 – 2025

Non-native broadleaved species

Figure 1

Current
Woodland Composition
and Naturalness
Past influences and current composition
With the river Wye on its doorstep, the species composition and structure we see today within
Highmeadow has been greatly influenced by the industrial heritage left by the charcoal making and iron
ore smelting of the 19th Century. Along with the gradual introduction of conifer from the late 1800s with
10Ha of European Larch, to the peak in the 1960s when over 100Ha of various conifer species were
planted predominantly on the higher slopes and plateaus. Broadleaf planting was concentrated along the
steep sided banks of the Wye and associated valleys. (Figure 1 shows current age class distribution)
This rich history has endowed Highmeadow with a wide range of species with good integration between
conifer and broadleaf.
The ‘Keepers of Time’ policy of 2005 aims to protect and expand England’s native woodland. Although
the 2003-2013 Forest Plan for Highmeadow pre dates this policy, the plan acknowledged the importance
of this issue and was already focussing heavily on ASNW management. The plan aimed to regenerate the
woodland towards a higher degree of native content. This was achieved through clearfelling with a
significant reliance on natural regeneration with some planting. During this time 78Ha of conifer were
felled with 48Ha of this left to coppice or regenerate by natural means. As the main NVC type within the
Forest Plan is W10 (Oak with birch and bramble) the remaining 30Ha were replanted using broadleaf
species favouring Oak and Ash.
Figure 2 illustrates the change in species composition during the 2003 and 2013 plan period that now
shows a much higher degree of native content. (See appendix 1 for a map showing age class structure.)

Woodland Naturalness
Sixty percent of Highmeadow is now comprised of native or naturalised broadleaf, of which 43% is Oak.
A further quarter of Highmeadow is conifer species dominated by DF and Larch that accounts for 71% of
all conifer species. The remaining 13% of Highmeadow is open space indicated on the map by areas with
no colour coding and includes 4% allocated to recreation. Percentages given were correct at Dec 2014.
The next page gives more detail on woodland naturalness within Highmeadow.
Figure 3 gives an indication of species breakdown.

Comparison of Woodland Composition

2014

Looking to the future…

Woodland composition: Dec 2014
13%
11%
7%

3%
Larch
7%

broadleaves

2003

Open / Bare
/ felled
9%

Recreation and
other
4%
OK
27%

evergreen conifer
33%

53%

18%
62%

other evergreen
conifer
4%

larch
open

CP / SP
3%

Figure 2

BE / HBM
11%
DF
11%

other native/
naturalised
species
15%

AH
9%

Figure 3

The focus of management should aim to:
• Broaden the limited range of native species.
• Reduce reliance on Oak, Beech and Ash;
• Take advantage of opportunities to promote
and increase both silvicultural1 and ecological
diversity through planting, coppicing, rideside
management, and the selective thinning of
both conifer and broadleaf crops. (1 structure,
age and species)
This approach helps ensure a structure robust
enough to help meet future environmental
demands and threats being faced by woodlands.

Cpt3108a - naturalness class 1
Semi-natural structure containing Oak
planted in 1927 with a well developed and
diverse under storey of native species.
A longer term vision for the kind of structure
to be encouraged elsewhere within
Highmeadow.

Cpt3116 naturalness class 2
Beech and Oak planted in 1943
with 15% p1943 European Larch
and a 5% component of mixed
conifer scattered through, also
p43, accounts for 20% of the
sub-compartment.

Woodland Naturalness
2014
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The category of open/other
is not included in order to
give equal comparison to
2003 data.

2003

Cpt 3107a - naturalness class 4
Planted in 1970 this CP has a good
broadleaf content developing on the
fringes but is in need of clearfelling
due to Dothistroma needle blight.

The category of ‘other’
also includes areas that
have been felled and
are either awaiting
establishment of natural
regeneration or have
not yet been planted.

Cpt 3135a – naturalness class 3
Planted in 1966 this DF BE and
mixed Broadleaf has good diversity.
In some areas of Highmeadow,
scattered mature conifer are likely
to remain.

MAP AND CHART LEGEND
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AIMS FOR THE TRANSITION PERIOD to a woodland
containing 80% or more of native species should be to achieve:
A varied age structure with varying ratios of high canopy,
secondary canopy and understorey throughout.

1

2

Given recreational pressures , the natural pressures across the whole area, and the high
external/internal landscape value of Highmeadow, a low impact approach would seem appropriate.
Such an approach will have the added advantage of offering greater control of light levels thus
reducing the impact of competing ground vegetation such as bramble and bracken on the
establishment of planted trees or natural regeneration. However, in parts, the use of clearfelling and
restocking may still be the preferred management approach3.

Transition that ensures a preferable future target content of 4
native species in order to establish a healthy diversity of
native tree species that increases future woodland resilience.

Areas classed as ‘non-native’ crops
indicate almost pure conifer areas that
contain upto 20% broadleaf,
equivalent to a naturalness score of 44.

Avoid reliance on monocultures especially of Birch, Ash, Hazel
or Oak. This objective may eventually mean considering
either underplanting or group felling and planting within
existing mid rotation and maturer broadleaf crops.

The broadleaf components maybe of
any age and any height with large or
small diameters and it is these
characteristics that will drive how
conifer crops are converted.

A STAGED AND FLEXIBLE APPROACH, of classifying conifer
crops is needed that will offer opportunities to develop a better
woodland structure with a wider diversity of species.
Areas of conifer will be allocated to one of three categories
(described on the next page) that will depend on site
conditions and crop characteristics including the proportion of
native species present within the crop.

3163d DF p87 first thin with
drawn up birch nat regen

Tall thin broadleaves of a small
diameter will probably not be suitable
for development into a future crop that
is both mature and stable; drawn up
with conifer, these types of broadleaf
have little crown and a tendency to
become bent over. With this type of
crop it is probably best to remove this
element and recruit younger broadleaf
that has a chance to be managed so as
to develop well formed crowns as the
conifer is thinned over time.

3129f DF p27 with a mixed
understorey close to campsite

Crop classification will range from those sites where transition
to native woodland is likely to be quickest, to the ‘non-native
crops’ with a woodland naturalness score of 3 or 4, where a
much higher degree of preparatory work is required before
crops can be progressed to woodland naturalness 1 or 2.

3134b NS p66 7 AH regen
close to camp site

2015 – 2025
Plantation on
Ancient
woodland
sites

The last group will typically contain upwards of 50%
but less than 80% native tree species that is
equivocal to class 2 naturalness. This transition to
native woodland will be achieved through thinning
and or group felling and planting.

Non-native species may still be present in low numbers,
particularly where topography and terrain make their removal
difficult, in areas where large trees will enhance the woodland
users’ experience1 or where felling of non-natives would be
detrimental to the surrounding native woodland.

1

HIGHMEADOW

Broadleaves in this category are likely to be more robust and
more dominant than in the non-native group, but stocking
will still be limited to scattered individuals or small groups in
need of further development through thinning.

3138b,d a character BE
amongst RC & NS

INDICATIVE STRUCTURE IN THE LONGER TERM

This low impact approach will improve age class structure,
species diversity and help maintain and enhance the quality
of the wider landscape that is so highly valued by woodland
visitors.

Forest Plan

Crops in Woodland naturalness class 3 contain a native
content of between 20 and 50% and are in preparation for
transition to naturalness class 2 or 1.

Over time and with appropriate management, the proportion
of native tree species will increase and areas may move to a
more suitable category.
The final transition to a native woodland structure will give a
predominantly broadleaf composition and areas will be
regarded as restored once the proportion of non-native
species falls to 20%.

West England
Forest District

Larger diameter mature broadleaves and veteran
trees will be more common in this category, and
thinning work will gradually remove competing
conifer, increasing light levels for development of
existing natural regeneration and provide
opportunities to establish open space for group
plantings through group felling in order to ensure a
healthy diversity of native tree species for the future.

3138a OK p1840 with DF p62
3136b OK p1812 with NS p66

– Especially likely to be around the vicinity of the campsites in the Mailscot area. 2 – The impact of deer, boar and climate change.
for the site. 4 – A score from 1 to 4 used by FC to determine the native content of an area of woodland.

3

– due to threat of disease, poor growth rates, or the wrong species
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Transition to native woodland
Here the indicative proportion of native tree species within a given area would be
more than 50% of the crop but less than 80%. Removal of remaining conifer
can be achieved either through: thinning operations or felling in small groups at
the same time as thinning.
West England
Forest District

Regeneration and establishment of native species is likely to be achieved
through a combination of natural regeneration and group planting in order to
ensure future woodland has a diverse composition that should aim for 4 native
species. Crops in this class may well need enrichment planting to achieve this
diversity before being able to achieve a woodland naturalness score of 1.

Forest Plan
HIGHMEADOW

The establishment period to predominantly native woodland within this category
is anticipated to be 20-30 years but is dependent on successful regeneration and
establishment although maybe sooner depending on the quantity of conifer in
need of removal.

2015 – 2025
PAWs
management

Preparation for transition

The Reddings and Headless
Hill area show signs of off
road use due to close
proximity of Monmouth. Off
road mountain biking is not
permitted. Signs have been
put up to this effect and use
needs to be monitored.

Areas within this category will generally contain less than 50% of
native tree species but have a proportion greater than 20% of the
crop. Enhancement of native content will continue through thinning
the conifer content. Management of the crop will ensure broadleaf
elements benefit from any thinning work undertaken.
No specific measures will be implemented to promote natural
regeneration of native tree species unless:
• There is evidence of significant natural regeneration, or
• Where enrichment through planting will help achieve satisfactory
stocking levels and ensure native species diversity is not reliant on
1 or 2 species for future resilience.
The anticipated time scale for establishment of predominantly native
species is expected be around 40-50 years or so, but could be longer
depending on success of establishing the future crop.
Non-native crops
These are younger conifer stands that have not yet reached thinning age
or older conifer areas that have been thinned but where there is little
evidence of native species regenerating into the stand. The proportion of
native tree species within a given area for this category will be less than
20% of the crop.

Thinning in areas with a woodland naturalness class of 3 and 4 should encourage
crown development of broadleaf components. Progress will be monitored and
crops moved into a more suitable category depending on development of stand
structure and the response of natural regeneration or planted stock with an 8090% native structure being desirable in the longer term.

Areas of older conifer that are in or around areas of high public pressure
such as the campsites, where landscaping issues and shelter are an
important factor. These areas are likely to contain a conifer component
for the longer term. The planning of thinning of these areas should refer
to the Landscape management plan drawn up for Forest Holidays.
Thinning in both these sub-categories should encourage crown
development of broadleaf components. Progress will be monitored and
crops moved into a more suitable category depending on development of
stand structure and the response of natural regeneration with a 80-90%
native structure achieved in the longer term.
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Native Woodland Types
(Based on National Vegetation Classification)
W8 Ash with field
maple
29%

Cpt 3124a
planted in 1820
contains mature
habitat typical of the
area, with Oak &
Beech of the same
age. These types of
habitat add ambience
to the area and any
thinning should be
sensitive to these
characteristics.

cpt 3137f
Oak 203 years old
with Beech
planted in 1920.
Small areas of
failed regen from
the 1980’s could
be planted
helping improve
structure.

Cpt 3148a p1837
Area of mature Oak
will often contain this
typical Hazel under
storey that will be
managed through
periodic coppicing.

W16 oak with
beech and wavy hair
grass
6%

W10 Oak with birch
& bramble
63%

West England
Forest District

Figure 4
W12 Beech with
dogs mercury
<1%

W14 beech with
bramble
1%

Forest Plan
Figure 4

HIGHMEADOW
2015 – 2025

Broadleaf
Management
Previous Broadleaf management has resulted in Oak becoming the dominant broadleaf species
accounting for 43% of total broadleaf cover followed by Beech at 18% and Ash at 14 %. Figure 4 shows the
association of Oak dominance within NVC classification.
1

The limited diversity of broadleaved tree species is partly down to stand manipulation, but also a heavy
historical reliance over the last 30 years or so on the use of natural regeneration as a means of regenerating
and establishing the next generation of tree cover. Deer pressure and the presence of feral wild boar within
Highmeadow have also limited the successfulness of this approach.
1

Cpt 3128a 75
year old Oak planted
in 1940 with
possibilities for
opening up riparian
zone and thin
towards a structure
suited for enrichment
planting at some
point in the future
that will increase
species diversity.

The exception being the Upper Wye Gorge SSSI and SAC where extensive areas of semi-natural woodland include
collections of rare sorbus species and stands of both small and large leaved Lime along with small areas of relict grassland.

The above contributory factors have resulted in Birch and Ash being the primary species to naturally colonise,
albeit with high incursion rates of non productive scrub and heavy vegetation e.g. broom, gorse, buddleia,
bramble and even Western Hemlock on some sites where broadleaf regeneration was expected. With constant
threats from disease and climate change it is prudent to help ensure future resilience by extending planting to a
more diverse list of native species that should aim for a future mix of 4 species (inc Ash and Birch).
For the Future, broadleaves have been split by age class into 4 main coupes consisting of broadleaf sites aged
upto 50 years old, those aged between 50 and 100, those over 100 and those considered to be mature habitat
that predominantly consists of Oak and Beech planted in the 1800s. These groupings will be used to help easily
identify and determine any management that maybe required during the plan period. Management will look to
begin the process to ensure that age class and species are diversified through thinning and planting.
Proportions of older veteran tree classes will increase through recognition and promotion of areas into mature
habitat retention.
Deadwood Habitat will be managed to enhance the quality of both standing and fallen deadwood and to
increase the amount in line with UKWAS recommendations. The percentage of crowns left in situ following
harvesting operations will depend on the quality and condition of existing deadwood. Consider retaining wind
damaged broadleaves, fallen limbs or fully windblown trees to add diversity to the types of deadwood present.

Broadleaf coupes and likely management operations for 2015-2025
Shelterwood upto 50 years old
Predominantly establishment operations such as
planting, beating up, weeding, cleaning,
Respacing, enrichment planting and pruning etc will
ensure correct stocking density is achieved.
Further information on

broadleaf management
can be found in the
section on thinning.

Shelterwood from 50 to 100 years old
Respacing of natural regeneration with enrichment
planting will ensure future diversity, along with pruning
and thinning that will help raise the quality of timber.
Shelterwood over 100 years old
Possibly some prep work for regeneration, enrichment
planting, and thinning.

Mature Habitat
Some areas might be thinned and others not.
Thinning will be light, considered and sensitive
to site conditions.
Lady Park Wood NNR
Minimum intervention or small scale thinning or
coppicing in line with objectives of the SSSI
plan, that can be found in appendix 4
Lady Park Wood NNR
The majority of the area is non-intervention.
Limited woodland management will take place
unless work is needed for public safety reasons.
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CONIFER THINNING

Note: Further information on the definition of
thinning and reasons for thinning can be
found in the glossary - appendix 6.

Areas of conifer are assessed for thinning every 5 years. Assessments
record measurements of basal area, see glossary in appendix 6, that
help determine if an area is ready to be thinned. Other factors such as
the quantity, condition, age and distribution of any broadleaf content,
will also help decide if an area of conifer is to be thinned or not. Light
levels within the crop, existing ground vegetation and any evidence of
natural regeneration will also influence how many trees are removed in
any thinning to be carried out.
Other than identified clearfells within the 10 year plan period (see next
page) there are currently just over 90Ha identified where restoration
to a native state will be achieved through thinning.
(See sections on Plantation Ancient Woodland and also PAWS
management)

Red hatched
area denotes
SSSI and SAC
designations

West England
Forest District
Forest Plan
HIGHMEADOW
2014 – 2025

Thinning

BROADLEAF THINNING
Broadleaf high forest is assessed for thinning every 10 years with a visual inspection of the stand to confirm if thinning
is required or not. If a sub-compartment is flagged for thinning it can be the whole sub-cpt or just part of that sub-cpt
that will be thinned; influenced by objectives, crop conditions, levels of stocking, natural regeneration etc.
Thinning will allow sub-dominant broadleaves sufficient light and space to mature or will release existing advance
regeneration. Younger patches of regeneration can be thinned to favour site native species with trees of good form
and vigour being retained.
Where broadleaves consist primarily of a single species, it maybe possible to enlarge natural gaps through irregular
thinning rather than create new gaps through group felling, however, in all cases the size of gap created will be
dependant and relative to slope, aspect, site fertility and must try to avoid detriment to crop stability. These gaps will
be utilised for enrichment planting using a mix of native species other than those occurring in the overstorey, creating
both diversity and structure within the woodland.
With the known difficulties experienced over the past 30 years in establishing Oak regeneration, there is no rush for
this process and no group felling interventions will take place unless accompanied by an intention to replant. With this
in mind enrichment planting will initially focus on existing historical group fellings where regeneration has failed, e.g.
at Headless Hill, which will begin the diversification of both species and structure within the older broadleaf crops.

1 – Note that coppice is nonforecastable for production
forecasting purposes.

NATURAL RESERVES AND SSSI WORKING
For the past seventy years Lady Park Wood has been under a regime of total non intervention and
has been part of a study into natural stand dynamics. The area is designated as a National Nature
Reserve and has its own management plan produced by Natural England.
A number of other areas within Highmeadow have been identified as being suitable for natural
reserves managed under a minimum intervention regime. These areas are called minimum
intervention as opposed to non-intervention as there may well be a need to intervene in order to
remove inappropriate plant and tree species and to reduce risks to public safety, for example along
public footpaths.
Management of this area will ensure particular rare habitats and species are maintained e.g.
Limestone grassland refugia and rare sorbus species. These areas can be found on the Doward,
Seven Sisters, the rapids down to Biblins, beneath/above The Slaughter and between Huntsham
and Coldwell Rocks.
Work within the SSSI will be small in scale with any thinning or coppicing in line with prescriptions
of the SSSI plan that can be found in appendix 4.

COPPICE
There are around 28Ha of Hazel and 19Ha of sweet Chestnut within Highmeadow. Only 3 of these
hectares are recorded as coppice. As future areas are worked for coppice, they should be mapped
and logged as Productive High Forest or Coppice1 depending on objectives and the intended cutting
frequency in the future – if cut regularly record as coppice, if not then record as High Forest.
Coppice work will continue in areas of high conservation value and some of these areas are
identified on the Site Analysis map. This will help create linkages running northerly from Marians
Enclosure into the heart of Highmeadow and down to the SSSI. With threat from disease and other
site factors, conversion to high forest may not be possible but where possible 50-100 standards of
varying size classes per Ha should be retained in order to perpetuate a diverse structure.
Hazel is often found in Highmeadow as an understorey to high forest, having previously been
managed as coppice. These areas should be managed in coupes on a 7-15 year cycle, with 1 or 2
coupes being felled during normal thinning operations to invigorate the stools. Among other
species a 25-30 year rotation will be more appropriate.
Along the riverside, stored stools of coppice can collapse into the river at times and implementation
of a coppice regime began during the previous plan to recoppice the dense thickets and pole stage
woods that tended to obscure views of the river. This practice will continue with sections being
assessed for work that will follow guidance detailed in the SSSI plan located in appendix 4.
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Felling Coupe: 31332
Fell period: 2017-2021
Area: 0.9Ha

Felling Coupe: 31192
Fell period: 2017-2021
Area: 0.9Ha

Felling Coupe: 31005
Fell period: 2022-2026
Area: 5.9Ha

Felling Coupe: 31006
Fell period: 2017-2021
Area: 9.3Ha

Felling Coupe: 31710
Fell period: 2017-2021
Area: 1.4Ha

Restock Coupe: 31332a
Propagation: planted
Hazel
10%
Small-leaved lime 10%
Cherry
10%
Hornbeam
10%
OPEN
60%
Ride side management for
butterflies

Restock Coupe: 31192a
Propagation: Natural regen
Mixed Broadleaf
100%

Restock Coupe: 31005a
Propagation: planted
Oak
40%
Hornbeam
20%
Mixed Broadleaf
20%
Field Maple
10%
OPEN
10%

Restock Coupe: 31006a
Propagation: planted
Oak
40%
Hornbeam 10%
Field Maple 10%
Small-leaved lime 10%
OPEN
30%

Restock Coupe: 31710a
Propagation: planted
Small-leaved lime 20%
Oak
20%
Wych Elm
10%
OPEN
50%

West England
Forest District
Forest Plan
HIGHMEADOW
2015 – 2025

Felling and
restocking
2015-2025

Felling Coupe: 31932
Fell period: 2012-2016
Area: 1.2Ha
Restock Coupe: 31932a
Propagation: planted
Hazel
60%
Cherry
10%
Field Maple 10%
OPEN
20%
A percentage of the Hazel
will be derived from coppice.

The scale and pace of clearfelling will be greatly reduced and slowed during
2015-2025 for several reasons:
• Establishing a fully stocked, diverse area using natural regeneration has
proved unsuccessful within Highmeadow over the last 30 years. Past
restocking has been just as challenging with relatively large clearfells,
high deer pressure and the fertile nature of the sites.
• Achieve full stocking that is diverse in species and structure on existing
natural regeneration and restock areas that are currently poorly
stocked.
• Recent outbreaks of disease such as Phytophthora ramorum (PR) within
the District has meant the clearfell programme had to be adjusted to
ensure timber production remained at sustainable levels although
clearfelling of larch will not take place within Highmeadow perse
because of PR.
Clearfelling will concentrate on removing areas of CP infected with
Dothistroma Needle Blight (DNB) as priority.
Aside from the clearfell coupes identified on this map, smaller group felling
will be carried out during routine thinning interventions within PAW areas.
Group size will be dependant on site conditions but will be in the order of
0.5-0.75Ha (see sections on Plantation Ancient Woodland, PAWs
prescriptions and thinning) Some interventions may have no groups felled
at all which will further encourage a varied age structure and ensure
compliance with FS regulation.

Felling Coupe: 31231
Fell period: 2022-2026
Area: 5Ha
Restock Coupe: 31231a
Propagation: planted
Oak
40%
Hornbeam
20%
Small-leaved lime 10%
Cherry
10%
OPEN
20%

Felling Coupe: 31053
Fell period: 2022-2026
Area: 1.8Ha
Restock Coupe: 31053a
Propagation: planted
Oak
60%
Hornbeam 10%
Cherry
10%
OPEN
20%

Felling Coupe: 31668
Fell period: 2022-2026
Area: 4.1Ha
Restock Coupe: 31668a
Propagation: planted
Oak
50%
Hornbeam
20%
Cherry
10%
Large-leaved lime 10%
OPEN
10%

Gaps created are to be restocked with a variety of native broadleaves with
the removal of overstory dependant on successful establishment and
growth rates of the planted groups of trees. Using this method will
hopefully achieve a future crop that is commercially viable and ecologically
robust. Some areas, like those around the campsites may retain a
proportion of conifer.
Operations will be managed in accordance with the England Operational
Instruction no3 for the management of Forest Operations in Ancient
Woodland.
Protection of restock and natural regeneration
Deer will be managed through routine management in conjunction with the
Deer Initiative and adjoining land owners to ensure successful
establishment. Feral wild boar will be managed in line with Defra policy.
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Over the next 10
years the plan has
identified around
29Ha to be restored
to broadleaf
woodland through
clearfelling that
will include
elements of open
space especially on
the Doward and in
the Reddings area
too.

West England
Forest District
Forest Plan
HIGHMEADOW
2014 – 2025

Felling Plan
2015-2055

Highmeadow 2015 Forest Plan Production Forecast
felling and thinning split 2015-2054
6000
5000

volume m3

Some areas contain large
diameter conifer such as the
DF in Mailscot. This has been
managed under CCF and
provides structure, diversity
and visual interest for the
frequent visitors to this area.

4000
3000
2000
1000
0

20142016

20172021

20222026

20272031

Felling Period

20322036

20372099

Total forecast 2003 plan
Total forecast 2015 plan
THIN forecast 2015 plan
FELL forecast 2015 plan

Practice guide Restoration of Native Woodland
on Ancient Woodland sites
Page 11 NVC W8: Gradual conversion to native woodland is desirable, using systems
other than clearfell to control light levels and weed competition. Maintenance of
woodland condition is important for species susceptible to disturbance of woodland
structure.
Page 11 NVC 10: Terrain is often steep and inaccessible with woods often containing
deep gorges and rocky outcrops acting as refugia for native species. Birch regen may
often need enrichment, whilst Oak is preferentially browsed and may not regenerate
easily.
Page 28: Extended rotation length for even-aged conifer stands give opportunity for
structural diversity to develop typically around the normal economic age of clearfelling.
Diversity greatly increases with very long rotations as the ‘old growth’ stage is reached.
Operations in Ancient Woodland
Systems that will enable the continuation of woodland conditions should be favoured.
The risk of wind-throw and the stability of drawn up native trees or veteran trees that are
suddenly released should be considered as should the potential for heavy weed
colonisation following heavier thinning with the likelihood of inhibiting future regeneration
or the swamping of remnant native plant colonies.

Marians Inclosure contains mixed
woodland with many ASNW
characteristics, with opportunity for
PAWs restoration, although
sensitive management will be
required around the campsites.

Surrounded by woodland, Bracelands campsite and Christchurch cabinsite attract high numbers of
visitors every year; making internal landscape important in terms of impact on public perceptions.
Woodland in close proximity to the cabinsite will move to an extended rotation, allowing a gradual
conversion to woodland with a more native structure over a longer period. Management will be
much more sensitive and achieved through selective thinning, group felling, and planting. In the
longer term this will achieve a predominantly broadleaf structure with scattered mature Douglas
Fir, to help maintain an interesting sense of place.
The planning of operations must make reference to the cabinsites Landscape Management Plan.

PRIORITY FOR ESTABLISHMENT aside from any clearfells
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will be given to areas where natural regeneration has failed or to
those areas restocked during the last plan period where planting
density has been compromised and opportunities exist to enhance
native species diversity to achieve a goal of establishing 4-5
native species, minimising reliance on Birch and Ash helping build
a more resilient woodland for the future.

PROTECTION MEASURES DURING ESTABLISHMENT

INDICATIVE
WOODLAND
COMPOSITION
AT YEAR 10

Due to deer and boar pressure the fencing of whole subcompartments or the use of tree shelters maybe required to
ensure establishment is successful of both planted stock and or
any advance regeneration. The use of tree shelters in small
groups on young naturally regenerated seedlings other than Birch
or Ash may also be used.

West England
Forest District
Forest Plan
HIGHMEADOW
2015 – 2025

Indicative future
Species

Areas outlined with red may well contain a mixture of conifer and broadleaved trees by year 40 although removal of
conifer should continue after this through thinning. It is likely that areas of high recreational use such as the camp
sites will retain a proportion of conifer for the longer term, especially Douglas Fir.

For the purposes of Forest Composition at year 40 the following assumptions have been made:
1 – That all components in the transition to Native Woodland phase will have achieved an 80-90% Native
composition. 2 - That 40-50% of those areas in the preparation phase will have moved into the transitional
phase. 3 – In the non-native category 10% will have moved into the preparation phase. 4 - That enrichment
plantings following group fellings have achieved 100% stocking and have successfully established themselves. 5
- A proportion of the conifer left in Non-native will indeed be showing signs of broadleaf assertion but not enough
to warrant moving to the preparation phase.

Comparative chart showing indicative
trends in woodland composition to 2055

Year 40 – 2055

15%

Year 10 – 2025

14%

Current - 2015

13%
native / naturalised broadleaf

14%

71%
63%

23%
25%

62%

conifer
open (Inc.
Open/bare/unplanted/felled/rec)

INDICATIVE
WOODLAND
COMPOSITION
AT YEAR 40
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River Wye SSSI and SAC
A focus on using Low impact management such as
coppicing will minimise the impact forestry operations
are likely to have on these important features. Also see
the section on Thinning and the SSSI plan in Appendix 4
has more details on riverside coppicing.
West England
Forest District

Lady Park Wood
National Nature Reserve
Lady Park Wood is part of the SAC and
is a particularly important area having
been under long-term non-intervention
for the study of ecology and woodland
dynamics the past 70 years. (Please
also see section on Thinning.)

Forest Plan
HIGHMEADOW
2014 – 2025

Conservation
Natural Resources
for Wales
NRW will need to be
consulted for any
work carried out
within the SSSI or
other forest area that
is not mentioned
within the Forest Plan
or SSSI plan.

Upper Wye Gorge Special Area of Conservation Value (SAC)
and SSSI cover extensive areas of semi-natural woodland including
stands of Small-leaved Lime and Large-leaved Lime, a rich mixture of
rare sorbus species and small areas of relict grassland.
The SAC recognises three woodland types of European importance:
Ash/Lime/Elm wood, groves of Yew both on alkaline soil and Beech woods
on neutral/alkaline soil. The SAC also recognises 2 geological
conservation review sites qualifying for SSSI status in their own right as
well as the paleolontological importance of the Upper Wye Gorge SSSI.
A varied list of species can be found within the SSSI and include
European Protected Species such as Horse Shoe bats, Otters, dormouse,
as well as several Annex 1 birds, red-data-book vascular plant species
and rare invertebrates.
Work within this plan period will:
• Look to safeguard these relict grassland areas and other rare flora by
work such as the cutting back of scrub, possibly with the use of
volunteers. E.g. Seven Sisters, old quarry edges and Dropping Wells.
• Safeguard all Sorbus species from harvesting damage.
• Use coppicing as a means to increase the structure of the woodland
and help promote regeneration of native species esp. Sorbus.
• Increase open habitat on the Doward plateau and increase ride
management to benefit Lepidoptera.

Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (shaded green)

SAC area on this map is shown by red shading.
SSSI includes the shaded area and any areas hatched in red.

Plantation Ancient Woodland Sites within the Wye Valley have been identified within the Forest District
Strategic Plan as being a particular focus for the restoration of native woodland. The section on Woodland
Composition, PAWS and PAWS management explains how this will be achieved.
Marions enclosure and Ellis Reddings are beginning to show structural diversity through the re-introduction of coppicing over the past 10 years.
Further coppicing work will be carried out to begin creation of links running northward into the heart of Highmeadow and towards the SSSI. Also see the
Design Concept and the section on Thinning. Coppicing along the A4136 should also continue to help increase sight lines for deer and motorists alike.
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Right: One of the Sorbus species to be found on
the Doward. On the left: Showing typical native
woodland structure with high forest partially derived
from coppice.

Typical bat habitat found
along the rocky outcrops
along the Wye Gorge.
Forest operations will need
to consider management of
caves and their entrances
during operational planning

Typical Hazel coppice understorey
with a main canopy of Oak and or
Sweet Chestnut.

Good Deadwood
retention that should
be promoted
throughout
Highmeadow through
the retention of
broadleaf crowns
following harvesting
operations.

Conservation
Features
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•
•
•
•
•

Symonds Yat Promontory Fort SAM – see
appendix 5
Rocky out crops
Small scale iron ore extraction
Various depressions/hollows and mounds
Tramways and old tracks/roads

Medieval
Settlement

West England
Forest District

Motte

Forest Plan

Terracing
Merlins Cave SAM
See appendix 5

HIGHMEADOW
2014 – 2025

King Arthurs Cave SAM
See appendix 5

Heritage
Features

Far

Coldwell Caves

Harkening

Redinornes Drift
coal pit worked until 1940s
Good examples of
well preserved
Charcoal hearths

Suck Stone
Near Harkening

Highmeadow contains a number of
ancient monuments both scheduled
and unscheduled. All forest operations
will avoid impact to these features and
where appropriate seek advice from
Gloucestershire or Herefordshire
County Councils archaeological
departments.
The three scheduled monuments are:
• Symonds Yat Promontory Fort
• King Arthurs Cave
• Merlins Cave
These are managed in accordance with
management plans agreed with English
Heritage.

Earth enclosures
and banking

Indicates location of Wells

•
•
•
•

Rocky outcrops associated
with iron ore extraction
Scowles
Quarries
Banks and earthworks

Prehistoric standing stone
known as the “Long Stone”
GHER ref: 5099
Marions Brick
Works 1840-1940

Climbing and caving is popular but is restricted to a
number of rock outcrops due to the potential for damage
to fragile geological features relict grassland, cliff face
sorbus species and other plants.
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Symonds Yat receives 250 000 visitors per year, that are catered for by the
provision of car parking, a refreshments cabin, interpretation boards, way-marked
walks, view points and seasonal Peregrine Falcon viewing. There are no plans to
increase the level of usage.

Biblins campsite offers adventure camping for youth and
school groups and management of the site is due to be
tendered. Access will be maintained at the current level.

Forest School used by local Primary
School to teach children about the
woodland and the environment.

Canoeing is a popular past-time along
the Wye, with limited launch points
including Biblins. Access to the bank
side granted by lease.

West England
Forest District

Bracelands Adventure Centre situated at
the eastside of the campsite and is under lease
that is due to be re-tendered in 2017.

Forest Plan
HIGHMEADOW
2014 – 2025

Bracelands campsite is run by
“Camping in the Forest” and is dedicated
for campers and caravans, with recent
investment over the last few years.

Fishing rights on the River Wye are
privately owned with access across FC
land for course fishing by permit.

RECREATION
AND PUBLIC
ACCESS

Christchurch cabin site is run by Forest Holidays.
Harvesting operations and management of the surrounding
woodland need to reflect the high public usage this site
gets, promoting a varied “sense of place” through diversity
of woodland composition and structure. Work will be
carried out in accordance to a landscape management plan
prepared by FC England on behalf of Forest Holidays.

Access into
Highmeadow along
the old railway line is
now a formalised
cycle trail called the
Peregrine Way.

Forest of Dean Adventure high ropes course

Wyedean car rally uses
Highmeadow for their
annual rally. Usually
attracting a good number of
competitors and visitors
alike.

PROW The area caters well for walkers, horses and carriages with a
good choice of PROW. Topography is encouraging the woodland to be
used by serious mountain bikers that has led to numerous off-road
tracks and berms being created. This conflicts with the management of
Ancient Woodland restoration; Signs have been put up to inform people
that usage for mountain biking is prohibited. Usage will be monitored by
the recreation team and a meeting with users might be needed if things
don’t improve.

AONB Mindscape
project helps
handicap people.
Also a potential
venue for weddings.

Wye Valley Walk and Wysis Way both have a
substantial length of their route passing through
this woodland, that need consideration when
planning Forest Operations and their impact on
the quality of experience given to woodland users.

A variety of FC trails roams
through out Highmeadow woods
offering a range of woodland
experiences. Highmeadow also
enjoys an FC orienteering course
currently being promoted and
monitored for usage.
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Objective
To conserve both cultural and heritage
features within the plan area notably:
Symonds Yat Hill Fort, King Arthurs Cave
and Merlins Cave (all are Scheduled) and
other recorded and unrecorded nonscheduled features for instance: hearths
and platforms, banks and hedges, surface
mineral workings etc.

Description
All works will adhere to relevant SAM plans and or EH
guidance. There also exist numerous earthworks
associated with past management of the wood.

A considered management approach that
ensures the protection and enhancement of
both the external and internal landscape.

The Wye gorge has tremendous landscape and
conservation value and lies within the Wye Valley AONB.

Continued production of sustainable and
marketable woodland products that also
allows for the delivery of a range of other
public benefits and provides opportunities
for economic growth.

Management of the district’s woodlands is undertaken to
the standards required under UKWAS as endorsed and
certified by the Forest Stewardship Council and to
maintain PEFC accreditation.

Proposals and Monitoring
Manage sensitive areas in line with Forest plan proposals
referenced to any site specific plans such as SSSI or SAM
plans.
Maintain a record via GIS of any unscheduled features, to
improve the quality of existing data sets.
•

Monitoring will be achieved through: Site Planning, contract
supervision and the Forest Plan review process.

Forest Plan
HIGH MEADOW
2015 – 2025

As part of the Forest District’s business plan and the
organisation’s customers’ charter, the forest district is
committed to financial and sustainable timber marketing
targets. Growing quality timber in so far as this is
consistent with other objectives.
Giving local companies the opportunity to purchase
timber through open competitive sales.

Operational site planning of harvesting and restocking
operations should account for landscape enhancements where
appropriate minimising the risk of adverse impact whilst at the
same time highlight opportunities where landscaping and or
conservation benefits can be delivered.
Appropriate reinstatement works will be carried out once
operations have been concluded.
• Monitoring will be through fixed point photography analysis
at Forest Plan review stage.
• Sustainable production will be monitored as part of the
forest district’s marketing plan, five year production
forecast and at the Forest Plan (FP) five-year review. This
process is audited as part of the FSC forest certification
process.
• Annual pre-thinning survey.
• Production forecast comparison with actual output to
assess accuracy of forecast.
• Annual Customer Liaison meetings.
• The Forestry Commission is already committed to making
available supplies of timber for the wood-fuel market and
this will be monitored as part of the district’s marketing
plan.
• Monitoring will also be achieved through: Site Planning and
contract supervision.

The provision of formal public access at key
sites, and the provision and monitoring of
informal access that minimises damage to
sensitive areas such those being managed
for native wood restoration or those with a
high heritage or cultural value.

The area is popular with local people, day visitors and
those staying longer at one of the three camping
facilities. Good use is made of the trails provided as well
as the numerous PRoW. The area is also fast becoming a
favourite place for mountain bikers to explore too.

There are no plans to extend facilities beyond those currently
available, other than to retender leases due to expire at the
Biblins campsites.

To undertake management that protects
and enhances ASNW along with other
woodland and open habitats facilitating
their resilience and adaptation to projected
climate change and threat of disease.

Diversify the woodlands so as to develop a better variety
of age structures and habitat types that is better adapted
to meet future demands.

The sustainable programme of thinning and proposed felling
together with a varied restock program will continue to
diversify stand and age structure, enhance the landscape and
benefit a wide range of species and can be monitored during
plan reviews and include:
• Analysis and comparison of SCDB ‘naturalness’ scores.
• Site visits to check restocking and regeneration for
diversity.

Protect veteran trees and promote the retention of both
standing and fallen dead wood.

Signage has already been erected to educate those seeking off
road adventure on two wheels.
• Monitoring at regular intervals by the Recreation team and
through the design plan review process.

Meeting
Objectives
and Option
testing

The continued use and development of Low
Impact Silvicultural Systems (LISS) to
complement and enhance management
objectives that include the restoration of PAW
sites and will help achieve a healthy robust
woodland for the future.

Diversify the woodlands so as to develop a better variety
of age structure, species and habitat types that is better
adapted to meet future demands.

The sustainable programme of thinning and proposed felling
together with a varied restock program will continue to
diversify stand and age structure, enhance the landscape and
benefit a wide range of species.
• Operational site planning should identify opportunities to
deliver this objective.
• Contract management will ensure opportunities identified
are implemented effectively and efficiently to standards in
relevant Ops instructions and OGBs.
• Monitored during plan reviews that should check both
harvesting and restocking operational site plans followed
up with site visits during the review process.

Management of the woodland will be to the
standards required to maintain FSC and
PEFC accreditation.

Management of the district’s woodlands is undertaken to
the standards required under UKWAS as endorsed by the
Forest Stewardship Council and to maintain PEFC
accreditation.

Compliance to these standards is monitored through various
national and district policies, guidance, field surveys, use of
GIS and other IT software, internal support audits and
external audits carried out by SGS (Société Générale de
Surveillance) which is an independent auditing company.
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Monitoring can also be achieved through: Site Planning,
contract supervision and the Forest Plan review process.

OPTION TESTING
Option 1 - current Forest Plan

OBJECTIVE
Option 2 Proposed Forest Plan

To conserve both cultural and heritage features within the plan area notably: Symonds Yat Hill Fort, King Arthurs Cave and Merlins Cave (all are Scheduled) and other recorded
and unrecorded non-scheduled features for instance: hearths and platforms, banks and hedges, surface mineral workings etc.
Management proposals were in line with management intentions laid out within site specific
management plans.

Proposals for option 2 have been refined to offer prescriptions that continue to offer
potential enhancements to ecological values.

A considered management approach that ensures the protection and enhancement of both the external and internal landscape.
The existing plan recognised the value of the historic landscape and prioritised major anomalies
within a wider landscape context. Internally not much work has specifically been done other than to
ensure the external landscape was not altered too drastically.

The new Forest Plan proposes to slow the rate of clear felling in light of other considerations.
The main anomalies have been addressed previously and so the new plan can concentrate
on internal landscaping issues.

Continued production of sustainable and marketable woodland products that also allows for the delivery of a range of other public benefits and provides opportunities for
economic growth.
The primary silvicultural method used in achieving the establishment of future crops is that of
clearfelling, whilst suggested species choice does not take into account the impact of new diseases
and climate change.

Where desirable issues of restructuring are still recognised with the retention of clearfelling
systems, but the choice of restock species has been widened to address the threats from
new diseases and climate change. In some cases the low impact approach will help meet
establishment needs of the more sensitive species.

The provision of formal public access at key sites, and the provision and monitoring of informal access that minimises damage to sensitive areas such those being managed for
native wood restoration or those with a high heritage or cultural value.
Management proposals saw a steady flow of clearfelling with coupes including areas adjacent to the
campsites.

This plan has had to address a wider range of issues such as plant health. This has
presented opportunities for increasing diversity of native tree species. Low impact systems
will replace some clearfelling in key areas to ensure a higher quality of user experience
especially around the campsites.
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To undertake management that protects and enhances ASNW along with other woodland and open habitats facilitating their resilience and adaptation to projected climate
change and threat of disease.
Restructuring of High Meadow was mainly reliant on the use of clearfelling, with restocking consisting
usually of one or two species and a reliance on natural regeneration that consisted of mainly birch,
Ash and perhaps some Oak if you were lucky.

In reality the range of naturally regenerating species is quite limited given the diversity of
aspect, fertile nature of the woodland, partially restricted by browsing issues. Planting will
be the preferred option for the new plan to ensure the establishment of a more diverse
species composition.

The continued use and development of Low Impact Silvicultural Systems (LISS) to complement and enhance management objectives that include the restoration of PAW sites
and will help achieve a healthy robust woodland for the future.
These proposals were very much focused on restructuring, and were still partially reliant on natural
With the problems surrounding the use of natural regeneration and the lack of species
regeneration but through the use of clear-felling rather than low impact systems that accepted that
diversity regeneration has given over the past 30 years, planting will be the preferred
perpetuation of conifer species in certain areas would occur.
method of establishment ensuring native diversity and structure is established.
Management of the woodland will be to the standards required to maintain FSC and PEFC accreditation.
Felling coupes are primarily aimed at restructuring age class distribution at a landscape scale with
considerable fore thought to landform although with limited number of restocking species.

Other management considerations have meant increasing the proportion of High Meadow to
be managed under alternatives to clear-felling (ATC) using low impact silvicultural systems
that will perpetuate the well thought out landscaping from the previous plan.

Option 2 more fully addresses the current management priorities & is the preferred option

Highmeadow - Production Forecast
comparison between old plan & 2015 proposals

Highmeadow 2015 Forest Plan Production Forecast
felling and thinning split 2015-2054
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GEOLOGY

Reddings
Lodge
The landform within Highmeadow is complex due to the underlying geology
and can partly be attributed to the drop in sea-level around 2 million years
ago that eroded rapidly downward and rapidly entrenched the meandering
Wye within the deep valley that it had carved. Coniferous plantations and
mixed woodlands now dominate and cloak the landscape obscuring
underlying Carboniferous Coal Measures and subtle hilly landforms. Convex
hillsides characteristic of Carboniferous Limestone geology are visible
especially around Staunton confirmed by distinct absence of surface
streams and the quarries south of Staunton.

STAUNTON

BUCK
STONE

COAL PIT HILL

In contrast a geological feature known as “The Buckstone” lies west of the
village on an escarpment of Quartz Conglomerate where the Carboniferous
and Devonian geology meet and enjoy panoramic views over the Forest of
Dean, and High Meadow. The meeting of these two rock types is also
evidenced by place names such as Whitecliffe and Coalpit Hill.
The prominent Crease Limestone band is another geological feature running
northwest between Whitecliffe and Reddings Lodge; historically important as
the source of iron ore and only identifiable by the presence of disused
shallow workings for iron ore that are locally know as “Scowles”.
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Landform

Ridges / Higher ground
(Downward line of force)
Valleys / Hollows
(Upward line of force)

The landform within Highmeadow is complex due to the
underlying geology and can partly be attributed to the
drop in sea-level around 2 million years ago that eroded
rapidly downward and rapidly entrenched the
meandering Wye within the deep valley that it had
carved. Coniferous plantations and mixed woodlands
now dominate and cloak the landscape obscuring
underlying Carboniferous Coal Measures and subtle hilly
landforms. Convex hillsides characteristic of
Carboniferous Limestone geology are visible especially
around Staunton confirmed by distinct absence of
surface streams and the quarries south of Staunton.
In contrast a geological feature known as “The
Buckstone” lies west of the village on an escarpment of
Quartz Conglomerate where the Carboniferous and
Devonian geology meet and enjoy panoramic views over
the Forest of Dean, and High Meadow. The meeting of
these two rock types is also evidenced by place names
such as Whitecliffe and Coalpit Hill.
The prominent Crease Limestone band is another
geological feature running northwest between Whitecliffe
and Reddings Lodge; historically important as the source
of iron ore and only identifiable by the presence of
disused shallow workings for iron ore that are locally
know as “Scowles”.

APPENDIX 1
Photograph 1 - HUNTSHAM HILL
Left top: 3-D impression from 2002 of the felling in
compartment 3100b. Note projected break in skyline
from felling and prominence of the two “pudding stone”
rocks.
Left bottom: Same site in October 2014. A higher
component of mature broadleaves along skyline than first
thought adds visual integrity to the landscape. The
“Pudding stones” are not as prominent as first thought.
The site has mainly naturally regenerated with Birch with
around 20% remaining currently as unstocked, bare or
unplanted.
During the next 10 years, Huntsham is likely at some
point to revert back to the Vaughan Estate.

Photograph 2 – SEVEN SISTERS ROCKS
Conifer largely confined to areas away
from gorge. Felling work will not
adversely affect the view as low-impact
systems will be employed.

Biblins
Campsite

With the conifer woodland now removed patchy natural
regeneration is evident and scattered mature broadleaves have
been retained. The site is integrating well with the surrounding
woodland and will be monitored. Enrichment planting maybe
considered on this and other previously felled sites to ensure
future woodland with a diverse native content.

Lady Park Wood National Nature
Reserve, managed predominantly
as non-intervention.

The view is dominated by the
broadleaves of the Welsh
woodlands of High meadow.

The whole vista is dominated by
woodland and the effects of the River
Wye Gorge with its meanders that open
up curvilinear views into the distance.

Some coppicing along the riverbanks has been
carried out with little effect on the external
landscape. Future coppice work will be assessed
and prioritised and carried out as resources permit.
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LANDSCAPE
ANALYSIS

Photograph 3 – View from the Kymin

The Western area of High Meadow contains
a mixture of both broadleaf and conifer
woods with some intimate mixtures and
older veteran Oaks and Beech

The rolling landscape of the plateau
above the Wye Valley is dominated by
woodland, linked to surrounding
landscape by hedgerows and individual
veterans or groups of veterans.

Conifer within Rodge wood has now been
removed. Enrichment planting will be used on
this site and other restock sites within
Highmeadow from the previous 10 years to
ensure a rich and diverse native woodland for
the future is established.

Bunjups woods to the
south of Staunton.

There will be little change to the external landscape as low impact systems have been favoured over clear
felling that gives opportunity to diversify future woodland composition through enrichment planting.

Photograph 4 – View from Little Doward Hill Fort
This photo clearly illustrates the diversity of topography within High Meadow, showing the variety of aspects and
steepness of slopes experienced within the woodland that challenge the success of natural regeneration.

Felling coupe 31006
will not affect view
Symonds Yat

Mailscot

Doward
Plateau

Bracelands

Headless Hill
Reddings
Lady Park NNR
Highmeadow

Clearfell in compartment 3120a not yet fully integrated with the
surrounding landscape. Opportunity for enrichment planting exists.

Monmouth
Rodge Wood

Bark Rack
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Name: Phytopththora ramorum (PR)
First appearance: 2009
Attacks: Larches
P. ramorum was first found in the UK in 2002 and until
2009 in the woodland environment had largely been
associated with rhododendron species acting as a host
from which spores are produced. In August 2009 P.
ramorum was found on a small number of dead and dying
Japanese Larch in South West England, causing particular
concern since some affected trees were not close to
infected rhododendron and showing a significant change in
the dynamics of the disease than experienced previously.
Following this testing in Devon and west Somerset
confirmed the presence of PR in mature Japanese larch as
well as species in its under-storey, including sweet
chestnut, beech, birch, oak, Douglas fir and Western
hemlock. On some sites there is little or no rhododendron
present. It is now known that Japanese larch can produce
very high quantities of disease-carrying spores when
actively growing in spring and summer, at much higher
levels than those produced by rhododendron. These can
be spread significant distances in moist air.

Name: Dothistroma Needle Blight (DBN)
First appearance: mid 1990s
Attacks: Pine species
Often referred to as Red Band Needle Blight (RBN) and
can reduce growth rates by between 70 and 90%. Effects
of RBN are managed through thinning the wood more
heavily than you would normally to introduce higher levels
of air flow through the remaining crop.

o

PR is a notifiable disease dealt with by felling the infected
area under a statutory plant health notice (SPHN) issued
through FERA and the Forestry Commission. At present
there is no PR on Oak in this part of the West England
Forest District, however, around 12% of all larch within
the Dean was felled in 2012 to eradicate the disease with
regular aerial flyovers to keep track of hot spots. Luckily
flyovers in 2013 have shown no reinfection. This is not to
say there will not be a need for further fellings of infected
larch required in the future.

o
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Name: Oak ‘dieback’ or ‘decline’
First appearance: unknown
Affects: Oak
Oak ‘dieback’ or ‘decline’ is the name used to describe
poor health in oak trees and can be split into Chronic
decline and Acute decline. Chronic decline is
protracted taking effect on the Oak over a number of
decades whilst Acute decline is much swifter acting
over much shorter periods usually five years or so.
Symptoms can be caused by a range of living agents
e.g. insect and fungal attack, or non-living factors, e.g.
poor soil and drought. Factors causing decline can vary
between sites, as can the effects of the factors through
time. Oak decline is not new; oak trees in Britain have
been affected for the most part of the past century.
Both native species of oak are affected, but
Pedunculate oak (Quercus robur) more so than Sessile
oak (Quercus petraea). Successive exposure to any of
these agents on a yearly/seasonal basis further
reduces the health of the tree(s) and predisposes it to
other living (Biotic) agents that can often spell the
eventual death knell for the tree.
o

Name: Chalara fraxinea
First appearance: currently N/A
Attacks: Ash
Pretty rampant in Europe, showing up in 2012 mainly in
East Anglia and along the East coast of England. To date
no infection has been found within this part of the West
England Forest District and let us hope it stays that way!

o
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Sorbus Species
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Within the Doward there are many unique species of
Sorbus. Above is a map courtesy of David Green that
shows the distribution of some of the known varieties and
there maybe more yet to be discovered.
The planning of any forest operation should ensure that any
Sorbus species are preserved and protected for the duration
of the operation.
Please see Appendix 4 for the SSSI plan and further detail.
Further guidance and identification help can be sought
through Natural England or David Green.

SSSI Management Plan

WEST ENGLAND FOREST DISTRICT

Site of Special Scientific Interest

Management Plan for

UPPER WYE GORGE SSSI

Plan Period June 2015 – June 2025

APPENDIX 4 for the Highmeadow Forest Plan
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SSSI Management Plan

1. Agreement and Consent
District

West England Forest District

Name of SSSI

Upper Wye Gorge SSSI

OS Grid reference

SO560155

Period of Plan

June 2015 – June 2025

Kevin Stannard
Forest Management Director
Forestry Commission England

_________________________

Juliet Hynes
Lead Adviser
Natural England

_________________________

The signing of this plan by Natural England gives the necessary consent under Section 28 (6) of
the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981), as amended, for the management prescriptions
detailed in this plan and to be undertaken without necessity to consult prior to each operation
during the plan.
FC England will keep a written record of work carried out during the period of this plan.

|

_______________________________________________________________

2. SSSI Notification
County

Herefordshire and Gloucestershire

Site Name

Upper Wye Gorge SSSI

District

West England Forest District

Status

Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) notified
under Section 28 of the Wildlife and Countryside
Act 1981 as amended

Local Planning Authority
County Council

Gloucestershire County Council, Herefordshire

National Grid Reference

SO560155

Ordnance Survey Sheet

1:50,000: 162

Date Notified (Under 1981 Act) 1989

The Upper Wye Gorge was last assessed by Natural England on 12th February
2013.
English Units: Unit 14 is in Favourable condition, the remainder; units 10, 11,
12, 13, 15 and 16 are in Unfavourable Recovering condition.
The Upper Wye Gorge was last assessed by Natural Resources Wales on ?????
Welsh Units: Unit 7556 is in Unfavourable (no trend) condition.
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3. List of Potentially Damaging Operations
1. Cultivation, including ploughing, rotovating, harrowing, and re-seeding.
2. Grazing and changes in the grazing regime (including type of stock, intensity or
seasonal pattern of grazing and cessation of grazing).
3. The introduction of stock feeding and changes in stock feeding practice.
4. The introduction of mowing etc and changes in the mowing or cutting regime
5. including hay making to silage and cessation).
6. Application of manure, fertilisers and lime.
7. Application of pesticides, including herbicides (weedkillers). Dumping, spreading
or discharge of any materials.
8. Burning.
9. The release into the site of any wild, feral or domestic animal, plant or seed.
10. The killing or removal of any wild animal, other than pest control.
11. The destruction, displacement, removal or cutting of any plant or plant remains,
including tree, shrub, herb, hedge, dead or decaying wood, moss, lichen, fungus,
12. leaf-mould and turf.
13a.Changes in tree and/or woodland management.
13b.Drainage (including the use of mole, tile, tunnel or other artificial drains).
13c.Modification of the structure of watercourses (eg streams, springs, ditches,
drains),including their banks and beds, as by re-alignment, re-grading and dredging.
14. Management of aquatic and bank vegetation for drainage purposes.
15. The changing of water levels and tables and water utilisation (including irrigation,
storage and abstraction from existing water bodies and through boreholes).
Infilling of ditches or drains.
16a.The introduction of freshwater fishery production and/or management and
changes in freshwater fishery production and/or management, including sporting
fishing and angling.
20.Extraction of minerals, including topsoil, subsoil, limestone and spoil.
21. Construction, removal or destruction of roads, tracks, walls, fences, hardstands,
banks, ditches or other earthworks, or the laying, maintenance or removal of
pipelines and cables, above or below ground.
22. Storage of materials on or in caves.
23. Erection of permanent or temporary structures, or the undertaking of engineering
works, including drilling.
24. Modification of natural or man-made features including cave entrances, clearance
of boulders, large stones, loose rock, scree or spoil and battering, buttressing,
grading or seeding rock-faces, outcrops or cuttings.
25. Removal of geological specimens, including cave sediments and associated
fossils.
26. Use of vehicles likely to damage or disturb features of interest.
27. Recreational or other activities, including motor cycle trials riding likely to
damage cave deposits, woodland or grassland.
28. Introduction of game management and changes in game management and
hunting practice.

SSSI Management Plan

4. Location
Upper Wye Gorge SSSI is located 5 km north-east of Monmouth, in the northern
part of Highmeadow Woods (Map 1). National Grid Reference: SO560155. A
highly protected landscape, the Upper Wye Gorge SSSI is managed in part by
Forestry Commission England (numbered units). Much of the designated land is
also designated as Special Area of Conservation (SAC).

Map No.1 Location of Upper Wye Gorge SSSI
showing extent of SSSI designated land
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APPENDIX 5:

Scheduled Ancient
Monuments
SYMONDS YAT

A sculptor’s impression of Symonds Yat
Promontory Fort Completed as part of the
Over looking the Wye project

This is looking south from the interior of the Fort
down towards the ramparts. Mature trees are
monitored with reference to paragraphs 3.1 and 3.3.

These photos were taken in February 2015.
They show the well thinned and now scattered
mature trees amongst the ramparts. Now most
of the trees are removed the main concern will
be controlling bramble at acceptable levels to
ensure features remain recognisable.

Looking from the south up the main visitor access route that takes you from
the visitor car park northward through the SAM to the Hill Fort Interior.
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